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INTRODUCTION

This report describes new concepts for two rdated problens:

1. Scaling of proficiency measures

2 • Sett ing proficiency standards for training

It is believed that when the methodological problems for

applying these concepts are solved, military training resear chers

will possess more powerful tools for evaluat inL~ training programs

and generalizing research findings from various specific stu dies.

THE PROBLLi

The procedures used to develop proficiency tests for military

training research results in scores which have definite limitations.

A review of the proc edures used in developing proficiency tests will

clarify the nature of these limitations :

1. The tests are commonly preceded by a job ana lysis and

L represent a sample of tasks required by a particular job. This

means that scores are specific to a given job.

2. Scoring procedures for a given task are based upon various

considerations, such as judgments of the seriousness of errors, or

ease of observation of behavior . When scores for the tasks are
i

corl ined, the resulting total score is in term s of units which are

p.
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1~ an unla’iown quantity with respect to such major classifications of

measures as rank—order , equal—interval or ratio scales (10).

3. Norms for the score s are based upon a specific sample

of subjects . Furthermore , these norms are general ly expressed in

standard scores . This mean s that the score re presents a crude

approxi mation to an individual ’s rank order in a given sample.

The limitations described above lead to serious shortcomings,

both of a ‘~ract ica1 and a research nature :

1. The use of these scores in training research renders

practical recommendati ons difficult to snake in cert ain sthi ation s.

.~here a less expensive training nrogram yields measured proficiency

equal to or greater than that develope d by a more expensive tr aL n—

ing orogramn, then there is little difficulty in making app ropriate

recommendations . However , when a more expensive training program

also produces a higher level of profici ency, there is usua.l],y little

basis upon which to make a decision,

2~ The relative nature of the norms used in current

proficiency scores provide little basis for defining satisfactory

performance . One of the important uses of proficiency tests is as

quality control measure s for the graduat es of training programs,

both form al and on—the—job . An individual’s aor~re o’~ a proficiency

test usu al ly PL~ ?vi(i e~ it.. gI~~~~~~zu~~ ,~~~ ~o whcthAr h~ iR ~ati~~tactorJly

trained.
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3. One of the most important uses of measures is to

provide indices whereby direct comparisons may be made of objects

and situati ons of Widely varying ch ar acteristics. Examples of

such indices would be : Amount of learning per student —week;

amount of proficiency per instructor ; or the amount of proficiency

per dollar cost . Such indices would provi de important tools for

training managers in evaluating the efficiency of training programs .

These indices are typically forme d by the algebraic process of

division, although other processes may be used as well. The

process of division is legitimately performed only upon ratio

scales • The uncertainty with regard to the basic natur e of the

scales used in current proficiency tests means that such indices

cannot be formed. Thus a powerful means for comnar ing widely

different training situations, and thus increasing the generality

of research, is lost.

1&. Since the dimensions and units used in the typic al

~roficiency test are specific to the particular research study,

it is not possible to make direct comnarisons of the effects of

different exnarimenters and relate them to a common basis. It

frequently occurs that dif ferent researchers are taking common

approaches to common training problems , although with variations

in procedure. Because each of these researchers will be using as

evaluative criteria proficiency tests developed for particular jobs,

3
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and yielding scor es which are specific to the particular samples

used , there can be no common basis of comparison.

The preceding comments point out the need for proficiency

measures with the following characteristics :

l~ The proficiency measures should be ratio scales9 More

mathematical operations can be performed on ratio scales than

upon other kinds of scales. With ratio scales it is possible to

develop new and useful ‘..ndices involving various ratios for com-

parison of degrees of proficiency.

2. Proficiency measures should be expressed in terms which

are sufficient ly general to permit comparisons of the results of

widely di ferent researchers . In other words , they should be

capable of measuring Proficiency in general, rather than Profici ency-

as-a-NIKE-A JAX-Piatoon-Leader, for example.

3. In situations in which the need for practical recc~mnen—

dations is paramount , proficiency measures should perrit th’~ maki ig

4 of a br oader ra ’~~e of recommendations concernir.g levels of ?rofi—

-~ien cy in relation to other cr iteria , particular ly criteria ~hich

are related to the cost of training,

Ths purros e of this report is to propose new s~~lea cr train-

ing research which will have the characteristics described above ,

and to discuss problems associated with setting proficiency stand ards.

14
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RATI(~ ALE

The purpose of this section is to propose a model for the

deter mination of satisfactory performance based generally upon

decision theory . The method here proposed will be called Con—

sequence Analysis beoause it assumes that the effect of an error

— or a lack of proficiency can be determined only through an ana lysis

of the consequences of ~aking the error.

The genera]. rationale underlying Consequence Analysis is as

follows: The making of an error has a consequence. These conse-

quences may be different depending upon the situation in which the

error is made . The cost of each consequence can be estimated or

determined, Finally, the exoected cost of an error can be deter-

mined by multip lying the cost of each consequence by the probability

of the occurrence of the consequence and summing over consequences .

The end result of this analysis will be the expected eo~t of the

‘1 error.

PROCEDURES

The init ial step in consequence analysis is to identify afl

possible errors that can be made on the proficiency test . In a

multiple —choice question the selection of each mis lead on an item

4
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may have different consequences • It has been frequently recognized

that some wrong answers are “wronger ” than others. In a performance

test , it is quite likely that the making of different type s of errors

may have differen t consequences .

When all the possible errors that can be made on a proficiency

test have been identified , it is necessary to identify the conse-

quences of the errors . At this stage of the analysis the services

of a group of qualified job incumbents would seem to be a necessity .

It is imnortant to keep in mind that a given error may have differ-

ent consequences under different conditions and that the same con—

secuences may have a different cost unde r different conditi ons.

Accordingly it is important to catalog not only the c-~nsequances

of making the error , but the conditions under which these conse-

quences may occur. A cost estimate should be assigne’I to each

combination of consequence and situation . In many instances thes e

cost estirates can be made quite accurately if we Will make the

effort to determine them, in other instances it may be necessary

to make less accurate estimat es.

Each combination of consequence and situation ha~ in addition

to a cost figure , a prob ability of occurrence. Again these prob-

abilitie s are to be estimated as accurately as is feas ible. The

final step in consequence analysis is to multiply the cost of each

consequence—situation combination by its associated probability .
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When these problems are summed the result is an estimate of the

expected cost of the error, Figure 1 shows a format which can be

used in Consequenc e Analysis .

Figure 1

FOR1~IAT FOR CO~SEQU~~CE ANALYSIS

Error : 
______________

Expected Cost
Probability (Cp )

Consequence

Situation

Situati on

Consequence

Situation

Sjtu~tjon 
- _____________

Expected cost of error : Z Cp

It is well rec~~ iized that in practical apol!c~~ion the model

just prop osed will yield results only as accurate as the estimates

which go into it . It seems quite reasonable to expect that the

1: ing~nuity of researchers will yield improve xnento in mothodo1o~~r which
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will make for more accurate estimates of the values which enter

into the deternd.natiori of the expected costs of an error.

1
IMPLICATI~~S

I
With further effort being devoted to improving the accurac y

of the varions estimates used in Consequence Analysis and in in-

creasing the efficiency of its application, Consequence Analysis

may be expected to provide a powerful tool for determining the

answers to a nurrbor of important practical. questions which train-

ing researchers frequently face.

The principal usefulness of Consequence Analysis is that it

provides a metric for lack of proficiency which can be balanced

against the training costs required to overcome this lack.

Psychologists have frequently been unable to jus tify to

research consumars or themselves the adopti on of tra ining methods

which increas e proficiency but at the same t ine cost more money~

Consequence Ana lysis, by providing a monetary yar dstick , may be

very useful in eonvert lng improved proficiency into a saving whith

can be so~ agat.-~st training costs,

The problem of optimum length of training programs also

finda an evaluative instrument in Consequence Analysis. It is con -

ceivable that in sons Ins tances, reducing the length of a course is

8
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an action that one cannot afford because it costs too much in the

consequences of errors.

It is common prac tice to graduate an individual from train—

ing provided he performs correctly on a test sampling the content

j of the training program. The use of Consequence Analysis in

weighting test items is likely to result in graduates who have

learned those skills and knowledges whose cost , if left unlearned,

is of major importance,

Along similar line s, Consequence Analysis may result in

important gains by using it to determine the cost of promotion

from one sub—unit of training to the next . It might be more

profitable to have an individual repeat one sub—unit of training

than to pr omote him to the next one.

It should be recogniz ed that Consequence Analysis is likely

to find its Widest applic at ion in those jobs in which the tasks In-

volve well-defined procedures. Many of the technical tasks per-

formed by military personne l are of this nature , It is from con—

siderat ion of training problems for these individuals that Con-

sequence Ana lysis was conceived.

At the same time , it should be possible to tak e a more positive

approach , If exceptionally meritorious behavior were identified by

means of approaches like the Critic al Incidents technique , Con-.

sequence Analysis would be ap~lied to these behaviors . Instead of .

I .  costs , saving s would be entered into the analysis tables.

9
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DE ER1~D~ING THE LEVEL OF PROFICI~ JCY DESIRED
• OF HUMAN CO!iP~~~~TS OF flISSILE SYSTE?~
— S

INTRODUCTICt~

I The concept of a weapon system includes not only the equip—

r 
mont involved in the system but the human components as well. Both

— the human and the equipment components of a weapon system must

operate at a high degree of reliability in order for the weapon

system to be effective.

Those concerned with the reliability of equipment components,

such as Lusser (3), have developed a set of concepts and procedure s

for setting reliability standards . Similar concepts and procedures

for determining prof iciency standards of the human component , how-

ever are present ly lacking.

The purpose of this section is to consider concepts and pro-

cedures that are related to equipment reliability and examine, by

analogy, their implications for human proficiency . It is felt that

the application to the human component of requirements similar to

those of the equipment component of a weapon system will shed new

light on the adequacy of our present notions about setting proficiency

standards f or humans • These concepts and procedures have been adapted

from Lusser (3).

10
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THE }~ A&1Rj M~~T OF RELIABILITY

The reliabilit y of equip ment components is defined as the

probability of successfti l ftinction ing under operating conditions.

The reliabilit~r of the ou~er—a]i system consists of the product of

the reliabilitie s of all of the component s of the system.

~tota1 = PIP2P3 ~~~~~~~~~~~~~

When human operators and maintenance personnel are included

as components of the over—all system , it is quite clear that there

is a serious need for a high degree of reliability in terms of

probability of correct performance, for these personnel.

THE SAFETY HAROTh

Safety Margins Applied to Componen ts

tusser pr oposes that the average strength of a component be

separated from the maximum severity of stress to which that com-

ponent will be exposed by means of a safety margin which is measured

in standard deviation units, The maxiiium stress is called the re-

liability boundary, and the safety margin is then the difference

between the reliability boundary and the mean stre ngth of the com-

ponent , measured in standard deviation units which are based upon

measures of the strength of the component . (Figure 2)

U
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Figure 2

SAFETY MARGIN FOR E UIP~E~ T COMPC~~~TS

I
Standard
Deviation

I Units
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Difference Between Human and Machine Components

In order to app ly the model developed by lusser (3) to the

determination of reliability standards for human components of

weapon systems, it is necessary to clearly describe the differences

between human and machine components. 1) The strength of machine

components is measured in continuous measures~ based upon their

resist ance to a given for ce, C~ the other hand , the human equiva-

lent of strength is prcficiency, which is usually measured by

noncontinuous variables based upon the presence or absence of error ,

2) Although components may vary among each other, variability fran

one time period to another for the same individual nn~st be considered

for the human as well as differences between humans • 3) For machine

components , maximum stress can be specified on the same scale and

with the same units as the strength of the component. For humans,

the e quiv elent of maximum stress cannot be so quantit ively deter-

mined.

THE HUMAN ANAW~Y

‘1 In order to carry out the analo~ r between determination of

reliability standards for machine componcnts ard a similar deter—

udnation for human cornponen~s of weapon systems, the following are

needed: 1) A definition for the human of resistance to stre ss aid

the reliability boundary . 2) A continuous scale for measuring

resistance to stress • 3)  A procedure for at least ranking stresses

13
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so that conditions of maxixrr. un stress can be determined.

Resistance to Str eas

In a machine component, strength is measured by subjecting

it to various forces . For the human component, the equivalent of

strength would be correct task performance. Any environmental

change which in ’r a8e5 errors for a given individual or group of

individua~.s, can be considered stressfuL Therefore, resi3tance

to errors can be used ~ a measure of stress.

n aturally, errors are not equal in importance . Some errors

have minor conaequenc~s. Others have major consequences, The

notion of Consequence Ana]y-~is - of determining the cost of the

consequences of errors should be considered hore.

The Reliability Bounthry

For machine compon~~~s, as stated above, the reliability

boundary is the maximum sevority of str ess to which a component

will be subjected. However, for machine components, the stress and

strength of the component are both measu’ ed in the same unit , This

is not the case for human components of a system. In the previous

section, the strength of a hpnian canuonent has been defined in

terms nf lack of errors in performance, Similarly, stress has been

defined as an environmental change which increases errors. In order

to avoid a circularity of definitions, a different basis muet be

used for determining the reliability boundary for the human caupon—

ents of a weapon system,

1)4
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There are several possibilities for defining the re liab~.lity

boundary in cost terms.

Finan (1), for example, makes the point that in training ia

must be certain that the proficiency of our troops exceeds that of

our potential enemies. While this is undoubtedly the ideal, there

are many oroblema involved in securing accurate data,

Another possibility for defining the reliability boundary is

in terms of the cost of training. If the cost of training a person

is established , then the cost of not training him could be establi shed

by Consequence Analysis.

Still another possibility is to define the relia bility bo~tnd—

ary as the cost of the equipment which the person maintains or

operates. Or, in some instances , the cost of failure to accomplish

the unit mission might be appropriate .

Fur t.her wor k should explore the suitability of these variais

bases for defining the reliab ility boundary . Such problems as the

relative stringency of the various boundaries should be studied.

A Continuous Scale for Resistance to Stress

In order to determine the safety margin , strength or its

equivalent for humans, proficiency must be expressed in continuous

terms. However, an error is a single point occurrence. There is

then a need for a procedure for converting errors into a continuous

scale.

15
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A useful way of doing this would be to use Consequence

Analyses and convert the errors to the cost of their consequences.

The cont inuous scale required for determining safety marg ins would

then be the cost of the consequences of making errors.

Procedures for Scaling Stresses

If we accept the number of errors an individual makes as

an inverse measure of his resistance to stress, then any environ-

mental condition which increases errors is a stress . The number

of errors made on a given task has been a matter of concern to

test and measurement researchers f or some time . One of the standard

items of information one obtains on a proficiency test is the pro-

portion of errors , This concern with errors has led to a consider-

able amount of information concerning task and environmental

characteristics which make for increase in errors. Included among

these factors are the followingz Degradation of stimulus cues ,

increased t ime requiremonts, fatigue, the performance of concurrent

tasks, and negative transfer, to mention a few.

The importance of methods for scaling stresses become s more

critical at the stage of quality control through proficien cy teet—

ing than it does at the point of determ ining the reliabilit y stand-

ards for human comnonents of weapon aystems. It is especially

- - important that pr oficiency measures be devised which will test the

limits of human performance under the most extreme conditions under

which the weapon system will be employed.

16
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Detormin:thg the Safety Margin

I Having established the reliability boundary as the cost of a

missile, how many standard deviations above this point should be

I the performance of the human components of the weapon system, when

i t hat performance is measured in terms of the consequences of errors?

J.us ser points out that there is no fixed procedure for determining

the safety margin. How innr~r standard deviation units must be in-
I’ cluded in the safety mrrgin will d epend upon the presence of variDus

contingencies, each with its own particular contribution to the

over-all safety margin . The following contingencies are adapted

from Insoer ~s discussion, but a~’e not direct translations of his

list of ocntingencies 3 The particular margins contributed by each

contingency are again judced in their relative weight by the frame

of reference presented by Lusser ’s set of contingencies. The con—

tthgencie~ and their weights are listed below:

1. Uncertainty in determining service conditions. 1

2. Uncertainty in methods of evaluation of personnel 1

3. Uncertainty in estimating reliability of

supervision 2

14. Uncertainty in estimating consequences of errors 2

S. F~nployment in loc7-risk equ ipment, whi th can

simply be repaired and set right again. 0

6. ~ np1oyment in high—risk equipment, in which human

• error can make for complete loss. 5

17
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7, ~ nployment in ultra high-risk equipment, in 10

which human life or nationa l prestige may be

affected .

1 8. less than complete sampling of ta sks in profic iency 2

I tests.
L 

9, Scatter in proficiency test scores, 3. — 3

I 10. Deviation of proficiency test conditions fran 1 - 3

- - 
those of maximum stress.

- - The total safety margin is determined by taking the square

root of the sum of the squares of each of the contingency margins,

for example :

Safety Margin :J 12+12+2 2+2 2+52+2 2+32+22

: 7.3

This result is presented graphically in Figure 3.

INPLICATI~~S FOR TRAININ G RESEARCH

The reliability of a mi3sile systeu~ is the product of the

reliabilities of the individual components. The reliability of

the human components should be equal to that of the equipment com-

- 
ponents if missile systems or weapon systems in general are to be

reliable.

This analysis of the problem of insuring reliability of human
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Figure 3

SAFI~YY MARGfl~ FOR HUMAN COMPON~~TS

- I Standard
1 Deviation

Units
-I

Mean Cost 
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

- 
- of E~rrors

- 1

— 2

14

- 5
6

Reliability 7

4 
B

~~~

darY

: =
(Safety Margin : 7.3 Standard Deviations )
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components has indicated a number of instances in which our present

procedures and expectations regarding proficiency testing are highly

inadequate. These instances will be described below.

Prof iciency test scores are generally relative to the group

from which they are obtained. They are either made relative by

means of standardization procedures such as percentile ranking or

standard scoring, or the difficulty of the items is adjusted to

4 this group. For the human components of missile systems, this

relativity is inadequate. A meaningful ratio scale is required.

It is proposed that scaling errors in terms of the cost of the

consequences of the errors would make for such a scale.

At the present time there is no absolute standard against

which to measure the adequacy of training. The adequacy of train—

ing must be mea~nirod by comparison of one training program with

another. The use of the Safety Margin for the evaluation of train-

ing woul-1 permit the direct measurement of the adequacy of training.

Pr3ficiency test ing and achievement testing make mitch use of

writt en tests because they are relatively inexpensive . By puttirg

both proficiency and school achievement testing iii a context of

quality control of components , the conclusion is reache d that :

1. Testing must occur in realistic situation ,, covering

actual tasks to be performed under a wide ran ge of

conditions,

20
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2. Attention must be given to testin g the limits of human

performance, especially under the most stressful con-

ditions expected to occur in the actual employment of

the missile system.

This analysis has indicated the need f or new standards of

rigor in developing and applying proficiency tests • Since pre~ ant

standards of training adequacy are based on existing concepts of

proficiency measurement, the new standards may be expected to have

considerable impact upc.n conceptions of what constitutes adequate

training. It is very likely that present stan dards of traL ning

adequqcy must be revised upward to a considerable extent.

IN~ )RMATION MODElS

Consequence Analysis as a method of scaling proficiency test

scores apoears to have its grsat~~t potontial value for those

situations lit which it is desired to de~re1op a basis for practical

recommoniations concerning training. In m~n~r researches the matter

of practical recommendations is not as important. Another possibi].—

ity for scaling proficiency tests which possesses both the require-

ments of a ratio scale and independence on particular units of

measurement is given by iri1~orination theory.

In the following discussion of the app licat ion of information

theory models to prcf!ciency measurement, technical dIscussions of

formulae will be avoided ., The interested reader is referre d to the

following references (2 , l i,  5, 6, 7, 8, 9).
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What is Information?

Information is equivalent to uncertainty or varianc- ~5, 8).

If a situation is highly uncertain, with many possible alternatives

that might occur s we obtain more information by observing what

actually occurs than we obtain in a situation which was more cer—

-
~ tam and with fewer possible alternatives. The concept of variance

is similarly related to the amount of information, A large amount

of variance means that there is uncertainty about what will actually

ocour . Then a particular observation will yield a large amount

of inf ormation. On the other hand, if the variance is small,

making a particular observation does not yield as much informa-

tion , since there are fewer possibilities of various occurrences.

The unit of information used in 8 tudies in the information

theory framework is the bit , which stands for binary digit. A bit

is that amount of information required to reduce the number of

alternatives by one—hal f . The bit is thus independent of the

particular units and dimensions used to measure variance or un-

cert ainty, and thus will permit the comparison of results obtained

in widely different experimental situations .

Soveral different mod~is based on information theory and

measurement have been used in psychology. Two of these apnear to

be of particular value for t raining research. These are the re—

• dun~~ncy model and the transmission model.

• 22
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The Redundancy Model

The redundancy model has been applied primarily in studies of

language (6, 7) • The maximum amount of information is contained in

situations where all alternatives are equally likely to occur . Thus,

since the English language contains primarily 26 letters and a space,

the maximum amount of information would be indicated by E~iglish if

the occurrence of letters and spaces were all equally ].ike]y. Of

course , it is obvious that English does not operate this way. The

letter tlqn ,for instance, never occurs except just prior to the

letter tl UO • There are also other constraints placed upon the usage

of tho symbols of the English alphabet by our language habit s. These

constraint s, then, mean that less than maximum information is tra~i s—

rnitted using the English alphabet. Accordingly, the alphabet when

used to express language is redundant.

One way of looking at training is to consider it a process

for bringing responses under the control of appropriate stimuli.

Thus , the range of possible responses to a given stimulus is re—

duced, and we may consider that the relative redundancy of the

responses to these stimuli has increased. In terms of information

theory , then , the purpose of training is to increase redundancy.

One of the maj or advantages of the redundancy model is that

there are already available certain important baselines, Estimates

of the amount of informati on in single letters and words in connected

• 23
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English have already been developed (6). Thus , since proficiency

tests are samples of English text , the techniques of computin g the

amount of infor mati on in a proficiency test can be applie d and

the results related to the addi ti onal estimate s of redundancy in

English text, The nunber of different responses given to the

dame item of a proficiency test can be expected to be less for a

trained group of subjects than for an untrained group of subjects ,

Thus these results when measured in inf ormation theory tenus can

be used as means for computing the relativ e amount of redundancy

• developed by t raining~,

Anot her possibility for the application of the redundancy

model lies in the current ly active area of automated instruction.

One of the presumably desirable characteristics of certa in types

at a~tomatio teadhing procedures is t hat the conten t should be

programmed in such a way tha t the student never makes a mistake.

Stated anot her way , this requirement means that responses to stim-

uli should be completely redundant, The techniques of information

measurement can be apnlied then to determining the degree of r edun—

dancy atta ined in a given program or the effect of different pro-

cedures in apprQaching this high level of redundancy .

Another possible use of’ the redundancy model is in research

on the effectiv eness of various type~ of job aids. Since the job aid

c~’ be interpreted as a means of reducing the var iability of’ en—the—

job behavi or , the redundancy model would app ly here also.
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The Transmission Nodel

The transmission model considers the human to be a channel

for transmitting information. There is input in the form of stimuli.

• 1 There is output in the form of responses. Information is trans—

mitted through the human to the extent that responses are highly

correlated with stimuli. Thus , whereas information is equivalent

to variance, transmitted inf ormation is equivalent to covariance

or correlati on.

As the amount ol information in the input is increased, there

is normally an increase in the amount of informati on in the output.

There is generally a limit to the amount of information transmitted

through the channel, however, and eventually a point is reached at

which additional amounts of information in the input does not re-

sult in additi onal informati on being transmitted through the channel.

The xi~imu~i amount of information which can be transmitted through

the communi cation channel is called the channel capacity.

Another possible way of looking at training is to consider

‘1 it a process for increasi ng the channe l capac ity of the individual.

Thus, an individual with greater training would be expected to be

able to transmit more information than an individual with little

training. In such an individual there would be a high correlation

between the stimulus inputs and the respon se outp uts.

The technique of data analysis for the tran smission model are

2~
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different from those in the redundancy model. In the transmission

model the analysis techniques are more complicate d than in the re-

dundancy model (2, ~).

However, the transmission model has one major advantage over

J the redundancy models This is that various stimulus or input com-

ponents can be analyzed in a method similar to the way the effect

of different variables can be isolated in an analysis of variance.

Then the amount of transmitted information attributable to each

component of the stimulus can be identified (14).

Most of the kinds of analysis which can be performed using the

redundancy model can also be performed with the transmission model.

The choice must be based upon the complexity of the analysis desired.

The use of the transmission model in prior research on memory

suggests that one way of increasing the channel capacity of the

human is b~ recoding the material submitted to him (8). Thus, the

channel capacity, or the maximum amount of learning, can be increased

by recoding information into a set of symbols, each symbol of which

carries more information with it.
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• 
There is a definite need for proficiency measures in military

training which have the characteristics of rati o scale s with widely

- general dimensions. For studies with practice]. implications these

measures also need to be criterion-related .

- 

- 

~~dels for proficienc y measures based on decision theory

and information theory are described and possible uses discussed.

• Consideration is given to the problem of specifying proficiency

standards0 A

I
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